The ABC of

shock absorbers
By Kevin Cameron

Springs vs. dampers
Vehicles without springs or dampers must move up and
down over every bump – as a bicycle does. The higher the
speed, the more often the vehicle is thrown into the air by
bumps, losing traction in the process. Adding springs helps
because now the wheels, sk is, &c can now move up and
down over bumps while the vehicle itself is to a degree
isolated from all this action. A vehicle suspended on springs
alone, howeve r, is an oscillator – when the system is
disturbed by a bump, the vehicle continues to bounce up
and down long after the bump is past. The familiar example
is a car with worn-out shock absorbers. After it hits a bump,
it continues to bounce up and down for several cycles
afterward. Instead of a single disturbance (one bump), the
bump energy stored in the springs repeats the disturbance
over and over. Another example of a vehicle with flexible
suspension but very little damping is a front-loader, driven
at its maximum speed. Even if the road is fairly smooth, it
b e g i ns to rock and bounce up and down on its large,
flexible tire s. Very quickly, this rocking and heaving energy
can build up until it interferes with control.

Dampers (commonly called ‘shock absorbers’) prevent this
by absorbing and dissipating the bump energy, preventing
continued oscillation. The first purpose of a damper, then,
is to re m ove unwanted energy from the vehicle/spring
combination (photo 1).

photo 1
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The second big reason to have dampers is that springs
alone cannot handle the energy of bumps hit at high
speed. The result is suspension bottoming. For example, if
a snowmobile had sp r i n gs stiff enough to absorb the
whole impact of landing after a jump:

(a) The springs would have to be so stiff that the ride would
be unbearably rough and
(b) When those springs expanded after the compression of
landing, they would throw the snowmobile back up nearly
as high as the original jump.
(c) Bump energy increases as the square of speed. If the
springs were stiff enough to handle the bumps on a given
surface at 20-mph, at 40-mph they would have only 1 / 4
of the necessary stiffness.

With dampers in place, their re s istance to ra p i d
compression adds to the resistance of the springs, allowing
the landing impact to be absorbed without bottoming the
suspension and without use of overly stiff springs. After
the landing, the energy stored in the compre s s e d
suspension springs is not allowed to snap back. Instead,
the rate of return (rebound) of the suspension is limited
by the controlled friction built into the dampers.

Where does the energy absorbed by suspension dampers
go? It goes where all energy ultimately goes – into heat.
Modern snowmobile dampers are built as pistons moving
back and forth inside oil-filled cylinders. A system of
sp r i n g - c o n t rolled va l ves permits oil to be pumped by
damper piston motion from one side of the piston to the
other, through orifices. The unwanted suspension energy
is thereby converted into the kinetic energy of fast-moving
oil jets. As these jets penetrate the bulk of the oil inside
the damper, their kinetic energy is converted into heat. As
a result, you will notice that on even the coldest day, after
vigorous riding, your damper bodies are warm. They have
been heated by the excess energy absorbed from your
suspension’s movements.

History and evolution
The earliest susp e nsion dampers employed ordinary dry
friction. Gre a t - g ra n d p a ’s spring wagon was damped by
friction between the multiple leaves of its steel elliptic
sp r i n gs. Because early motorc a rs moved faster, they
generated more bump energ y. This was absorbed by
scissors dampers, made like a multi-plate clutch operated
by a pair of scis s o rs arms. At the pivot point were the
friction disks, compressed by the pressure of a large wingnut. At low speed, when less bump energy was generated,
the adjustment had to be light or the ride would be overstiff. At higher sp e e d s, bump energy increased rapidly,
leading to bouncing, rocking, and pitching motions if the
d a m p e rs were not tightened down. As vehicle sp e e d s
continued to increase, this need for constant adjustment
became more and more unsatisfactory.

Just before and after WW II, hydraulic dampers came into
wide use in auto and truck susp e nsion. The simplest
hyd raulic damper is a piston with a small hole drilled
through it, moving back and forth inside an oil-filled
cylinder. Given that a liquid, in this case oil, cannot be
c o m p ressed, the movement of the piston is restricted,
thereby modifying the natural tendencies of the spring to
which it was fastened. All was not perfect with this new
set-up either, however. While dry friction dampers were
too stiff at low speed and not stiff enough as speed rose,
h yd raulic dampers have the opposite problem. At low
speed, there is very little damping (“Cadillac ride”), but as
damper piston speed rises, damping force increases as the
square of its velocity. Very quickly, damping force at higher
speeds rises so high that it becomes essentially infinite
( h yd raulic lock) – the susp e nsion becomes rigid to
rapid impacts.

the sh i ms – of va r i o us diameters and thicknesses determines the way flow area develops in re sp o nse
to pressure (photo 2).

photo 2

As the damper is compressed, its piston rod is driven into
the cylinder, and something must somehow accommodate
the volume of this rod. In low-priced hydraulic dampers, this
is done with a sealed double-wall construction (photo 3).

To prevent this, the simple hole in the piston was replaced
by many holes, covered by a ring washer and backed by a
spring. One hole was left uncovered as a bleed, to provide
low-speed damping. As the vehicle hit bumps at higher
sp e e d s, enough pre s s u re would develop ahead of the
m oving damper piston to lift the washer covering the
additional holes. Flow through the holes, thus uncovered,
prevented damping force from rising so steeply at higher
sp e e d s, re s u lt i n g i n c on t rol l ed re s ist an c e ove r
sharp bumps.

Modern dampers
A variety of schemes now exist by which the damper’s
response to a range of suspension motion velocities can
be tailored. The commonest is by means of stacks of thin
steel shim wash e rs, sometimes called “Christmas trees”
because of their shape. Such washer stacks cover rings of
flow orifices, held against them by either their inner or
outer edges. Oil pressure trying to flow through the orifices
deforms the washers into flat cone shape. The stacking of

photo 3
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is much less resistant to motion. Also, a possible problem
with this type of damper is that it will not work upsidedown, as this permits air to be drawn into the inner
cylinder. If such a damper has been lying horizontally and
operates irregularly when you test it, it will usually work
normally if stroked several times in its upright position (rod
uppermost). To avoid such problems, sometimes the air in
the outer cylinder is sealed into a plastic bag so it cannot
mix with the oil. This type of shock is commonly known
as an emulsion, gas-cell or gas-bag shock (eg. Ski-Doo
Motion Control sh o c ks, Polaris Nitrex,...) and comes as
standard equipment on many modern snowmobiles in
light-duty applications. While these shocks perform well
in most ins t a n c e s, they are, howeve r, vulnerable to
cavitation when exposed to aggressive use. As the damper
piston moves rapidly through the oil, pressure ahead of it
is high, but behind it pressure is very low. At very high
damper piston speeds, the fluid behind the piston may be
pulled apart by this low pressure – cavitated. If now the
motion is reversed, there will at first be zero damping as
the cavitated regions collapse.
photo 4

photo 5

photo 6

An inner cylinder contains the damper piston and is
completely filled with oil. A surrounding outer cylinder
acts as a re s e r vo i r, and contains half oil, half air,
communicating with the inner cylinder via a bottommounted valve. As the piston rod enters the inner cylinder,
oil is displaced from it through the (compression) valve,
raising the oil level in the outer cylinder (by a volume equal
to that of the rod that has entered the chamber) and
slightly compressing the air above it. In very vigoro us
riding, air and oil in the outer cylinder may mix to produce
a foamy mixture, thus allowing compressible air to be
d rawn into the inner, damping cylinder. This caus e s
damping to “go away” (or fade) because the air-oil mixture
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High-performance applications have evolved, therefore, to
deal with this undesirable condition. In these dampers,
commonly known as internal floating piston (IFP) or "de
Carbon" type, the interior of the damper is pressurized by
an accumulator, typically to 200-300-psi. This keeps
damper internal pre s s u res always high enough to make
cavitation impossible. Inside the accumulator is a sliding
piston, dividing its internal volume into two chambers
(photo 4). One is filled with oil while the other is filled with
n i t rogen, compressed to the above pre s s u re. This
accumulator can be situated either inside the inner cylinder
or, in more extreme applications, outside and linked by
either a flexible hose (photo 5) or a rigid fitting (photo 6)
to the damper body. Accumulators situated outside the
d a m p e rs are re f e r red to as re s e r vo i rs and offer the
advantages of increased fade resistance. This is due to their
greater capacity and improved cooling by virtue of their
greater volume and area.

Why is nitrogen used? Nitrogen is inert – chemically
u n re a c t i ve. Imagine what has happened to ignora n t
p e rs o ns who have filled damper accumulators with
oxygen. In hard riding, the damper becomes hot. Oxygen
attacks the seal, allowing some oil to reach its side of the
piston. Hot oil and oxygen ignite, causing the accumulator
to burst. Nitrogen only!

With re g a rds to construction, low-priced susp e ns i o n
dampers are always made of steel because it is cheap and
durable. To achieve lighter weight, aluminum is sometimes
used instead, but this introduces special problems. First,

aluminum has about three times the thermal expansion of
steel, which causes damper internal clearances to increase
as the unit heats up in use. The resulting internal leakage
is one cause of damping “fade”. To avoid this, damper
pistons can be equipped with piston rings just as engine
pistons are. Aluminum also wears more rapidly than steel,
generating wear particles that eventually interfere with the
va l ve action of the washer stacks. Ty p i c a l l y, pis t o ns
intended for operation in aluminum-bodied dampers are
provided with a plastic ‘wear band’, which is the only part
other than the piston ring to touch the interior of the
damper cylinder – there by reducing the generation of
wear particles.
photo 7

Damping and adjustability
A moment’s thought reveals that upward motion of the
s uspension – called the ‘compression stroke’ – is more
disturbing to vehicle stability than is downward motion –
called ‘rebound’. Hitting a bump – compression – tends to
toss the vehicle upward, reducing the grip of skis and track
on the surface, and possibly upsetting the operator as well.
It is for this reason that most – but not all - of the damping
effect is applied on the rebound stroke.
Basic damping curves for compression and rebound are,
therefore, quite different. To limit the upsetting effect of
bumps, compression damping is proportional to damper
piston speed up to some moderate velocity, after which a
large-area “blow-off” valve opens to hold damping force
more or less constant. On rebound, damping is generally
proportional to piston velocity.

photo 8

Prem ium - qu a lit y d am p ers f ro m a f t erm ark et
m a n u f a c t u re rs such as Ohlins or Fox, &c, are often
provided with adjustable damping by means of so-called
“clickers” – small knobs with click adjustment, one for
compression (photo 7), the other for rebound (photo 8)
damping. You can easily feel the effects of these clickers
by changing the setting and bouncing up and down on
the suspension.

photo 9

The clickers cannot do the whole job of adjusting damper
performance. The oil flow in a damper, on compression or
rebound, has two pathways – one through a bleed orifice
that controls low-speed motion, and the other through a
w a sher stack which contro ls medium and high-sp e e d
damper action. Turning the clickers adjusts the low-speed
orifices, but has no effect on the high-speed flows through
the washer stacks. Thus the clickers cannot change the
shape of the damping curves. Their effect is to shift (raise
or lower) the main damping curve. (Note: A partial
e xception to this is the Pe nske damper, which allows
external adjustability of the damper’s va r i o us sp e e d
Janvier/février 2004
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Différents types d’amortisseurs
A : amortisseur hydraulique
B : amortisseur à piston flottan interne (FPI)
C : amortisseur FPI à réservoir externe fixe
D : amortisseur FPI à réservoir externe détaché

ra n g e s.) Similarly, and to help better understand this
concept, adding pre-load to a spring provides the same effect
by shifting the rate curve by the amount of the pre-load
without actually altering the rate of the spring (photo 9).

If, for example, a damper is too harsh when hitting bumps
at high speed, setting the clicker very soft may help
somewhat, but will also create a too-soft condition at low
speed. The right fix for problems like this is to re-stack the
shims inside the damper to achieve the right high-speed
damping. This re q u i res depressurizing, draining, and
d ismantling the damper to get at the shim stacks –
something best done by specialists familiar with what kinds
of changes lead to which results. Such changes are either
accomplished by sending the damper away for the work, or,
at racing events, in the damper manufacturer’s service van.

When ordering aftermarket dampers, the customer will
typically be asked to supply information on the sled and

its intended use. Trail riders will, for example, want a
d i f f e rent kind of performance from snowcro s s e rs, and
those who ride two-up won’t want the same set-up as
those who ride solo. When using and attempting to setup adjustable shocks, you should begin with the clickers
in their minimum positions and ride your machine
carefully to see how that feels. Bring in rebound only by
d e g re e s, testing between adjus t m e n t s, until larg e ,
uncontrolled motions are brought under control. You can
then click in some compression to become familiar with
its effects. Excessive compression damping makes the ride
harsh, while too little permits bottoming on bumps or after
j u m p s. Try not to be too influenced by the apparently
immortal myth that “suspension has to be very stiff to be
any good.” In order to keep your skis and track on the
ground, generating the grip you need to accelerate and
turn, the suspension has to be able to move. Making it too
stiff sl o ws its movement and ultimately works agains t
traction. Remember, a well set-up susp e nsion sh o u l d
bottom from time to time in difficult conditions. This is
a sign that you are truly using all of the available travel.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES
The new «FLOAT AIRSHOX»
from Fox utilises compressed air
in place of a conventional coil
spring. The end result is a
substantial reduction in weight
along with progre s s i ve action.

The Auto-Air shock by Ski-Doo
l e ve ls i ts e lf au t o ma t ica l ly
a c c o rding to the load. This is
achieved by means of a miniature
h yd raul ic pum p which au tomatically re-sets its height.

AUTO-AIR
FLOAT AIRSHOX
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photo 10

The clickers on susp e nsion units can be also used as
diagnostic tools. If in a certain situation you find that
your sled chatters over a particular piece of rough ground,
and if a softer compression setting seems to help (never
mind for the moment that it ruins your performance in
other situations), you can conclude that your compression
washer stack offers too much resistance at high speed and
should be reworked.

Strangely, sleds (or cars, or motorc ycles) will do some
t h i n gs better with no damping at all. This is because
suspension has to move freely to keep the skis and track
on the snow rather than up in the air, but damping, while
necessary, does oppose free motion of the suspension to
some degree. A snowmobile has a special problem, not
shared with either cars or off-road motorcycles. It must
combine in relatively short suspension travel both a soft
ride and the ability to absorb considerable impact. The
roads that cars run on are much smoother than snowy
terrain, and off-road motorcycles can afford very long
suspension travel of the order of 12 inches, able to absorb
heavy landing shock without being too stiff. Although
snowmobiles now have increased suspension travel, this
cannot be increased much without leading to ski lifting
in hard turning. Therefore, the problem is to make the
middle of the susp e nsion tra vel comfortably sm o o t h ,
while making compression damping pro g re s s i ve l y
stronger as the suspension approaches full compression.
This calls for position-sensitive damping. The usual way
this is implemented is to provide a hole or holes through
the wall of the inner damper cylinder, located below the
middle range of motion of the damper piston (photo 10).
While the piston re m a i ns above this hole, compression
damping is light because oil flows easily through the hole
as well as through the main orifice and, at higher damper
piston sp e e d s, through the compression washer stack.
When the increased force of a large whoop or the impact
of a jump landing pushes the piston past the hole,
compression damping increases gre a t l y, providing the
resistance to absorb heavy forces without bottoming. All

of the major snowmobile manufacturers currently offer
snowmobiles equipped with by-pass type shocks in their
line-ups. The goal, of course, is greater riding comfort
for the typical trail rider.

Maintenance
Like all things mechanical, shocks do not have infinite
lives. Over time, they will ingest water and moisture, the
oil will become contaminated, seals may develop leaks...
When this occurs and a shock loses its effectiveness it
must either be disposed of and replaced (non-rebuildable
units) or rebuilt (higher quality rebuildable units). In the
case of rebuildable shocks, maintenance typically involves
dismantling, changing the oil, inspecting and/or replacing
the seals, and recharging them with nitrogen gas. This
work should only be performed by qualified technicians.
To find out which type of shock you have on your sled or
the recommended service interval (in the case of
rebuildable units), please refer to your dealer or a
reputable shock rebuilding service centre.

User knows best or Personalize your
suspension
You will find that compromise is inherent in suspension
adjustment. For example, to make your sled turn quickly,
you may find that more compression damping on the skis
helps to pre vent exc e s s i ve body roll – but in other
circumstances makes the skis skip over bumps rather than
follow the ground to provide maximum grip. Soft settings
may be more comfortable, but permit unsettling large
c h a s s is motions over uneven ground. The only right
answers are those you choose for yourself, based on what
you want from your sled and how you ride.
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